Cam Newton – Time for Crisis
Communications 101
By David E. Johnson, CEO, Strategic Vision PR Group
Usually the Super Bowl brings out the best in coaches and
players on both teams. While nobody likes losing, the losing
coaches and players show grace after the game is over
congratulating the victors (regardless of what they may be
thinking inside). That is the usual case but Sunday, after
Super Bowl 50, Cam Newton, quarterback of the losing Carolina
Panthers showed anything but grace in defeat. He walked out
on reporters after the traditional post-game press conference
after answering only a few questions.
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Nobody had ever seen such a performance before after the
Super Bowl. The media, fans, and other athletes have been in
unison in condemning his actions.
Newton compounded the
situation by saying he had done nothing wrong and adding,
“Show me a good loser and I’ll show you a loser.” He comes

across as the quintessential sore loser. The league’s MVP is
in need of crisis communications 101 and should consider
employing a crisis strategy before his rising brand suffers.
So what should Newton do?
1. Apologize and admit that he made a mistake in the way he
handled the situation after losing the Super Bowl. Show
some humility and graciousness in his apology. Much of
the criticism that has been voiced at Newton has been
over his lack of grace and humility.
2. Meet with reporters and answer all of their questions.
The longer he avoids this, the worse the situation will
become.
3. Reach out to Peyton Manning , quarterback of the winning
Denver Broncos and personally congratulate him on his
victory and apologize for his (Newton’s) actions.
4. Use this as a teaching moment with children and discuss
how to deal with setbacks.
5. Return his focus back to the game.
Cam Newton is truly one of the most gifted and talented
players in the NFL today. His personal brand is continues to
rise.
Yet appearing as the Super Bowl’s sore loser will
tarnish the brand immeasurably and lead sponsors to run from
him.
For Newton, to avoid this, some humility and crisis
management is the only solution.
The longer he waits the
worst it will be for his brand, as the public hates a sore
loser and will not respond to a public figure with that image.
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